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More than 80% of Americans are communicating with
others through text, email, or social media. As smartphone

and tablet ownership increases, people are more likely to
send abbreviated messages and lean on images to indicate

tone and provide nuance.

This report looks at the following areas:

• Brands may find difficulties in using emoji language
• Younger consumers shift their attention to niche social platforms
• For digital images, usage and familiarity are sensitive to age

Although more than half of US adults have a general awareness of digital images such as selfies,
emoticons, and emojis, far fewer are using these images regularly. Younger consumers are more likely
to use images in their communications, but there is significant interest across age groups in connecting
with brands using emojis and other image types.
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Most Americans use digital forms of communication
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Interest in branded emojis and emoji passwords

Text messages and emails are common forms of digital communication
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Figure 32: Online communication behaviors, by age, September 2015
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Commercial Use of Images
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Figure 49: Interest in commercial use of emojis, September 2015

Emojis more likely to get a brand noticed than liked
Figure 50: Interest in commercial use of emojis, September 2015
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Figure 51: Communicating with companies using emojis, September 2015
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